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Mechanix: An Intelligent Web Interface for Automatic Grading 

of Sketched Free Body Diagrams 

Abstract 

Sketching free body diagrams is an essential skill that students learn in introductory physics 

and engineering classes; however, university class sizes are growing and often have hundreds of 

students in a single class. This situation creates a grading challenge for instructors as there is 

simply not enough time nor resources to provide adequate feedback on every problem. We have 

developed a web-based application called Mechanix to provide automated real-time feedback on 

hand-drawn free body diagrams for students. The system is driven by novel sketch recognition 

algorithms developed for recognizing and comparing trusses, general shapes, and arrows in 

diagrams. We have discovered students perform as well as paper homework or other online 

homework systems which only check the final answer through deployment to five universities with 

450 students completing homework on the system over the 2018 and 2019 school years. Mechanix 

has reduced the amount of manual grading required for instructors in those courses while ensuring 

students can correctly draw the free body diagram. 

 

Keywords: FBD, sketch, statics, dynamics, engineering education. 

Introduction 

Free body diagrams are an integral part of problem-solving in many fields of engineering. These 

diagrams are critical in Mechanics and related topics. They are often taught to students in the first 

physics or statics courses due to the prevalence of free body diagrams in engineering problem-

solving. Two popular statics textbooks [1], [2] introduce free body diagrams in early chapters just 

after explaining vectors and fundamental laws of physics. Rosengrant et al. showed that students 

will use free-body diagrams even when they do not receive credit for drawing them and that 

students who can correctly draw diagrams are more successful in solving problems correctly [3]. 

Furthermore, Sweller showed that using the visual aid of a free body diagram helps reduce the 

problem's cognitive load and increase learning effectiveness [4].  

Understanding and drawing free-body diagrams accurately is an essential aspect of a student’s 

success in engineering. Students should have thorough feedback [5] about free body diagrams in 

entry classes so that they do not form misconceptions and unnecessarily struggle with future 

classes; however, many university courses can be quite large, especially in the introductory courses 

such as statics and dynamics. The increased number of students results in an increased number of 

homework submissions for an instructor or teaching assistant to grade, which carries a 

considerable time burden. As a result, students may not receive detailed feedback promptly or 

receive a minimal amount of feedback. This has led many instructors to use web-based homework 

systems, allowing students to immediately know if their answers are correct while decreasing the 



 

grading burden for the instructor and assistants. This automated feedback can help reduce students' 

reliance on the instructor’s feedback [6]. 

Unfortunately, the move towards online homework systems often diminishes instructors' ability to 

provide meaningful feedback to students on their diagrams since the typical software only checks 

the final answers and does not require diagrams. Some instructors may require students to turn in 

their hand-drawn diagrams for feedback. This feedback helps students identify and correct their 

misconceptions about a topic [7], but often instructors do not have the resources required to provide 

valuable feedback on time and must resort to checking only for completion. 

We propose a solution to the feedback and time constraint problems in the form of a web 

application called Mechanix that utilizes novel sketch-recognition algorithms to assess a sketched 

free body diagram and automatically grade students' responses to homework questions. This is the 

modern iteration of our previous system with the same name [8]. We recreated the system as a web 

application to support as many students and devices as possible. The interface has been improved 

to help guide students while remaining unobtrusive. We designed new algorithms for recognizing 

trusses and curved arrows. The new truss algorithm gives us more flexibility in what kinds of 

trusses we can accept while curved arrows expand the number of problems we can support to 

include those with applied moments. The solver has been improved to allow equilibrium equations 

in terms of variables and flexible input of units rather than using a dropdown. The improved 

version provides a closer-to paper and pen experience to the students by reducing input latency. It 

provides step-by-step guidance to the students to teach them the general solution procedure rather 

than steps specific to the problem like our previous system provided. The new version of the 

software also makes the drawing of FBD possible on the system with minimum practice using a 

stylus, mouse, or finger on a tablet. Mechanix has been implemented for five semesters at five 

universities, with almost 500 students completing homework on the platform at that time. 

Related Work 

Existing Statics Tutoring Systems 

There are systems that help in physics tutoring, such as the Andes physics tutoring system [9] and 

the Free-Body Diagram Assistant [10]. The Conceptual Helper [11] was designed for helping 

students with qualitative physics problems. These types of problems may involve diagrams but do 

not typically involve numbers. They can be conceptually more difficult, especially if students 

cannot visualize how the system might act. These systems are alternatives to pen-and-paper 

homework using interfaces and interactions similar to those found in computer-aided design 

(CAD) software. These systems allow for easier interpretation of diagrams by the computer, but 

students might not benefit from drawing their diagrams by hand, such as increased learning 

retention. 

There are also several online homework systems such as Mastering Engineering, 

WileyPlus, and McGraw-Hill Connect. These systems are commercial products offered by three 

major textbook publishers. Some problems may require algebraic comparisons, which have been 



 

implemented by some prior systems [12], [13]. These systems typically require the final answer to 

a problem but do not require any diagrams. This situation can result in students struggling with 

some concepts if they do not draw their free body diagram on their own since it is not required. 

Some of these platforms offer free-body diagram interfaces, but the feedback on the students’ 

sketches is minimal. 

 

Sketch-based Systems 

Sketch recognition systems have been used to recognize different types of sketched gestures and 

diagrams in many areas. The seminal work in gesture recognition was produced by Rubine [14], 

in which he defined 13 crucial features. These have been expanded to primitive shape recognition 

systems such as PaleoSketch [15], which recognizes low-level shapes such as lines, arcs, and 

circles. These low-level shapes can be combined using geometric recognition systems such as 

LADDER [16], making sense of more complex shapes by breaking them down into combinations 

of primitive shapes. LADDER uses domain-specific knowledge to define how the components of 

shapes are combined and related to each other. There are also uses of geometric recognition in 

various domains, such as circuit diagrams [17]. There are other domain-specific systems such as 

nuSketch [18], which focuses on the geometric relationships between shapes such as “above” or 

“below.” This was extended to COGSketch [19], which has users label their diagrams with 

domain-specific labels and then uses them combined with geometric placements of the shapes to 

provide feedback. These geometric building blocks proved useful in the creation of the system in 

this paper. 

 

There are systems such as Newton’s Pen [20] and our previous version of Mechanix [8], which 

utilize early digital stylus computers to allow students to sketch diagrams and equations in physics 

problems while providing some feedback about their diagrams; however, these systems rely on 

older technologies that can limit the systems and make system usage more difficult. Tools like 

Newton’s Pen II have sought to overcome the original Newton’s Pen's technical limitations with 

broader support and capability [21]. Another interesting system for physics-based problems is 

Physics Book [22] which focuses more on animating physical systems and problems with springs 

and pulleys. Our system is focused on free body diagrams of general shapes and trusses. 

Description of Mechanix 

One of the biggest hurdles we faced with our previous implementation was that the application 

was a Java download. This situation caused many problems with the system administrators at 

various schools because they were reluctant to install our application on their devices. This 

reluctance limited the number of classrooms and, therefore instructors, that could adopt the 

software.  Additionally, early tablets were unable to utilize Mechanix since they could not run 

Java. We decided a web application would be the best platform for our new version because it 

would be easier for everybody to access and not interfere with any institutional IT policies. 

 



 

Interface 

Figure 1presents the problem solving interface of Mechanix. The design of this interface focuses 

on the two main areas of the side panel and the sketch surface. 

 

Side Panel  

The side panel contains many interactions for students. We chose a side panel for these actions 

because it allowed the remaining area, which is used for the sketch surface, to be more square in 

standard landscape usage. The side panel is highlighted with labels A and B in Figure 1. Students 

can input symbolic or numeric answers, and generalized feedback if given for certain mistakes. 

Compared to our previous version, we reduced the detail of the scaffolding to try to focus on the 

problem solving process rather than the steps to complete a specific problem. 

 

 
Figure 1The interface for solving free body diagrams. (A) Problem image and description. (B) Equations that must be solved and 

solutions entered. (C) Instructions on diagram sketching. (D) Sketch, Erase and Clear tools. (E) The sketching canvas. 

 

 

Sketch Surface  

The remainder of the screen after the side panel is dedicated to the sketching surface. Students are 

provided a grid background to aid with sketching their diagrams as well as the coordinate axis for 

the problem. The sketching tools are relatively basic to simplify using Mechanix and focus on 

drawing the correct diagrams. The tools are draw, erase, and trash, as shown by label D in Figure 

1. 

 



 

The draw tool tracks the student’s pen or mouse and places digital ink on the page where it travels. 

It can also capture pressure and tilt if the input device supports it via the browser Pointer Events. 

Students can use a mouse or trackpad if necessary by holding the primary button while moving the 

mouse. Once specific shapes are recognized, the strokes turn from gray to orange or purple to 

indicate recognition. Also, the instructions shown with label C in Figure 1are updated. 

 

Erasing provides the students with a new cursor to help indicate they are in erase mode. The act of 

erasing is performed on the entire stroke rather than individual pixels. This makes it quicker for 

students to erase erroneous or unrecognized strokes. When the student hovers over a stroke in erase 

mode, it is highlighted red to indicate which stroke will be erased. This interaction is less clear 

with a pen-enabled device as most pens do not support hover interactions very well. Since the free-

body rarely needs to be redrawn, it is not erasable after it has been recognized. This feature is to 

help prevent students from accidentally erasing their entire body when trying to erase an arrow 

that may intersect the body. 

 

 

 

The current iteration of Mechanix was initially designed to facilitate truss analysis problems.  

Because the sketch surface recognizes only one free body diagram, the global system (full truss) 

is sketched in Mechanix and any local systems (joint or section free body diagrams) are sketched 

on a student’s own paper.  As such, the truss problems can be specified to be solved with the 

Method of Joints or the Method of Sections in the instructor directions. 

 

Mechanix also facilitates solving free body diagram, or general body, problems.  The most testing 

has occurred with free body diagrams problems that only have point loads acting upon the body.  

These point loads can be along the x- and y-axes as well as along any diagonal.  We have recently 

developed the feature to recognize distributed loads and applied moments to increase the types of 

problems that can be assigned in Mechanix. Figure 2 shows an example of a general body problem 

which involves diagonal forces, applied moments, variable answers, and numeric answers. 

 

Due to the flexibility of the general body recognition, we have adapted Mechanix to automatically 

grade some rigid body statics problems. The current requirements are that the bodies must be 

drawn relative to their position in the image, but Mechanix is able to facilitate simpler problems 

such as 2 bodies linked together on an inclined plane. 

 



 

 
Figure 2An example of a general free body submission showing the flexibility of answer and force inputs. 

 

Problem Solving Experience 

Students must draw their free body diagram in order to receive credit in the system. A free body 

diagram is an illustration used to visualize how forces and reactions occur on a given body. A free 

body diagram should consist of the following: 

1. A simplified version of the important portion of the system (the body) 

2. Forces drawn as arrows pointing in the direction of the force on the body 

3. A coordinate system 

Since the system provides a coordinate system, the students only need to draw the body and forces. 

The students start by sketching the body in their diagram, as shown by label E in Figure 1. In 

general shape problems, where the point of the problem is to have student practice accurately 

sketching free body diagrams, the students have a faded underlay of the problem image on the 

sketch surface to trace. This image helps the students who want to make sure their diagram looks 

similar to the image while also helping the template matching recognition be a little more robust. 

After the student sketch matches the instructor’s version, their sketch turns orange with nodes 

matching the instructor’s diagram, the background image is removed, and the students can proceed 

with sketching forces.   



 

In problems that involve a truss, the unlabeled nodes of the truss are shown after each pen-up 

interaction (whenever the stylus leaves the surface or the mouse/track pad button is released). The 

appearance of these unlabeled nodes let the students know how the system is perceiving their 

sketch. Once the student’s diagram is matched to the instructor’s diagram, it turns orange, and the 

nodes are labeled according to the instructor’s diagram. 

Students then draw any number of required forces on the diagram connected to nodes. Once an 

arrow is recognized, it changes colors to purple and provides a text box near the portion of the 

arrow furthest from the node so that the student may name the force. An answer box in the side 

panel is created for each uniquely named force. Students are allowed to draw the forces in any 

direction. If they draw a diagonal force, the force's x and y components are added to the diagram 

with gray dashed lines to simplify the student interaction of needing to specify the angle of their 

force, what axis the angle is based on, and if the angle is degrees or radians.  Two answer boxes 

also appear in the side panel, requesting the x- and y-components of the diagonal force rather than 

the diagonal force itself. The appearance of the component arrows and the two answer boxes also 

reinforces to the student that any diagonal force can be broken down into its components. 

After sketching their free body diagram, the students move on to solving the problem. This is the 

final step and consists of students providing answers in text boxes as shown by label B in Figure 

1. One unique feature of the system is that we can ask students for the equations of static 

equilibrium in terms of their sketched diagram. Since the system understands where and in what 

direction forces were drawn by the student, these equations can be compared with the instructor’s 

answer. Students must type their units in the answer box and freely convert between equivalent 

units such as newtons and kilonewtons. Providing a separate box for units was avoided explicitly 

as the box would remind students to add units rather than the student needing to remember the 

importance of units on their own. 

The students can then submit their answers for grading and receive feedback about their answers. 

There is additional feedback for several types of errors, including missing forces, extraneous 

forces, missing units, the wrong type of units, and flipped positive/negative signs. More detailed 

feedback can be added as the system matures; however, the instructors agreed that the feedback 

must not be too specific. As learned from the previous version of Mechanix, students given too 

much information (e.g., telling them they are missing a force in the x-direction at node A) will not 

learn to solve the problems but will just follow the prompts. This level of feedback will lead to 

high homework grades, but the student will still struggle on exams because the precise feedback 

is not provided by a test. 

Creative Design Mode 

There is one additional mode of the problem available in Mechanix called creative design. Students 

are given constraints, such as bridge length and maximum capacity of a truss member, in this 

problem type and asked to build a truss bridge that satisfies the constraints and supports the largest 

load possible. The interface is similar to the other problem types with the addition of students 



 

labeling the angles between their beams and their beams' lengths. If enough values are provided to 

distinctly determine all lengths and angles within a triangle, the remaining boxes are automatically 

filled to help the student. A more detailed explanation of this mode as well as an analysis of student 

feedback can be found in [23]. 

Use of AI Technology 

Mechanix must be able to recognize the sketched free body diagrams of students as well as 

determine if their answers are correct or incorrect. These tasks are non-trivial given the messy 

nature of sketched data and the fact that there are multiple acceptable answers for a single problem. 

The sketch recognition occurs in two main parts, which are described in the following sections. 

 

Sketch Segmentation 

The first step of recognition is to segment the stroke created between a single pen-down and 

subsequent pen-up action. This step involves breaking the stroke into its separate substroke 

components. In this application, we split strokes based on corners using the Shortstraw corner 

finding method [24]. This method provides the locations of the corners within the stroke. Including 

the first and last points as the first and last corner, the points between each pair of corners is then 

converted into a substroke. 

 

For each substroke created, we check if it intersects any other substrokes within a threshold of 30 

pixels (the size of the displayed nodes) Euclidean distance. If two endpoints intersect, such as in 

Figure 3a, then no additional steps are taken. If one substroke intersects the middle section of 

another, such as in Figure 3b, then the intersected substroke is split in two, resulting in three 

substrokes. If the substrokes cross each other, such as in Figure 3c, each is split, resulting in four 

substrokes. 

 

 
Figure 3Three cases of substrokes intersecting 

 

 

Shape Recognition 

After the stroke has been segmented, the unrecognized substrokes are checked to see if they are 

any of the expected shapes. Currently, the system recognizes trusses, general free body shapes, 

and arrows. A problem consists of either a truss with arrows or a general shape with arrows. Since 

there is a rigidly defined order of sketching the diagrams, recognition is checked in this order. This 



 

helps prevent some false recognition, such as a subset of a truss being seen as a large arrow before 

the truss is finished. 

 

After the truss or general shape has been recognized, arrow recognition is preformed using an 

arrow recognition algorithm based on Hammond’s Tahuti recognizer [16]. If a shape is recognized, 

the substrokes are grouped and removed from the unrecognized set. If no shape is recognized, the 

unrecognized substrokes are maintained and added to the substrokes generated from the next 

stroke, at which point recognition occurs for the larger set of unrecognized substrokes. By focusing 

on only the shapes that can be drawn at each stage of the problem, the recognition becomes more 

robust as there is no need to check both types of shapes and risk false recognition. The two-step 

recognition solution is simpler than a solution where every stroke causes recognition to run over 

all existing strokes and shapes with a hierarchy of shape precedence. This situation also prevents 

any possibility of the system recognizing some portion as a more complex shape and confusing 

the student as to why their recognized shapes suddenly changed. 

 

Truss Recognition 

The definition of a truss is extremely broad and more complicated than just a structure made of 

only triangles; any structure which has only two-force members (i.e., along the axis of the member) 

is considered a truss. This allows for trusses containing arcs or squares (e.g., queen post truss). 

Mechanix focuses on a specific subset of trusses called planar trusses, which occur in a two-

dimensional space. Although trusses can contain non-triangles, the problems explored in Mechanix 

and many introductory courses all contain only triangles, so we focus on recognizing trusses 

containing only triangles. 

 

For the purposes of this project, we define a truss to have the following properties: 

1. A connected graph 

2. Made up of only triangles 

3. Each triangle shares at least one side with another 

Trusses are recognized in the following four steps: 

Graph conversion: The first step in recognizing a truss is to convert the substrokes into a graph. 

Each substroke end is a possible node, and the substroke itself is an edge in the graph. If the ends 

are within a threshold Euclidean distance of 30 pixels from an existing node in the graph, then the 

substroke is considered to have one end connected to the existing node. This threshold works well 

with modern devices but can easily be adapted to be resolution-independent. 

Connected graph check: After the substrokes have been converted to a graph, the next step is to 

check that the graph is connected. This check is achieved through a standard depth-first search 

starting from any node while keeping track of the nodes visited. Once the search completes, if the 

visited node set does not contain all of the nodes in the graph, then there is some disjoint portion 



 

of the graph since a connected graph will have a path between any pair of nodes. If there are any 

disjointed sections, then the sketch cannot be a truss because trusses are connected by definition. 

Triangle check: The third step is to check that a path of length 3 exists for traveling from each 

node to itself. This check ensures that each node is a component of a triangle. The search is done 

via a breadth-first search that tracks the number of steps taken from the beginning node to the 

current node. Whenever this value is three, if the node matches the starting node, then the path is 

a triangle. We keep track of distinct triangles based on their nodes. For example, in Figure 5, the 

triangle containing nodes A, B, and D would be stored as triangle ABD with edges AB, AD, and 

BD. 

Adjacent triangle check: The final step is to check that all triangles share an edge with at least 

one other triangle. This check prevents sketches that may be composed entirely of triangles but are 

not trusses, such as in Figure 4. This determination is achieved by counting the occurrence of edges 

in each distinct triangle. After counting the number of times each edge occurs, each distinct triangle 

is checked to confirm at least one of its edges occurs in two triangles. 

 
Figure 4Example of a sketch for which all nodes have a triangle path leading back to them, but the sketch is not a truss since 

there are triangles that share no sides with another triangle. 

 

 

Figure 5A truss showing how all triangles must share a side with at least one other triangle. Both dotted triangles share a side 

with the solid line triangle. 

Truss Comparison 

In order to check if a truss matches the expected truss for a problem, we must compare it to the 

solution drawn by the instructor. In order for the trusses to match, the graph representations must 

have all of the same nodes and edges, which means the adjacency lists must match. First, we 



 

convert the solution sketch and submitted the sketch to two separate graphs. We can then 

immediately say the graphs do not match if they have a different number of nodes. After this 

simple check, we need a way to label the nodes to identify if the adjacency lists match. Graphs 

could have the same adjacency lists but not be the same graph depending on how the nodes are 

labeled, so the labeling must be consistent based on the rotation of the truss. For example, the 

trusses in Figure 6 have the same adjacency lists but are not the same truss since one is rotated 

180 degrees. 

 

Figure 6Two trusses with the same adjacency lists that are not the same truss. 

 

In order to confirm the trusses are the same and account for rotation, we sort each graph’s nodes 

by their x-y coordinates. The sort orders the nodes such that those with higher y-coordinates 

come first (towards the top of the page). If the value difference between two nodes is within a 

threshold, then the node with the lower x-coordinate (towards the left of the page) comes first. 

We use a threshold of 20 pixels for the sort, which makes the maximum distance between two 

nodes 28 pixels to be considered the same node. No two nodes should be within the threshold in 

both directions since the maximum distance for them to be considered the same is lower than the 

distance used to combine nodes when segmenting. This sort ensures that the truss is a similar 

rotation to the answer truss because the nodes will be sorted in the same order as long as the truss 

is not too skewed. A graphical representation of the sort is shown in Figure 7, where the node 

labels correspond to their position after sorting. 



 

 

Figure 7Example of how nodes are sorted by y-value and then x-value with an overlap threshold of 20 pixels. Node labels 

correspond to the position after sorting. 

 

Once both trusses are converted to graphs with sorted nodes, the nodes are indexed starting from 

zero to provide a consistent representation between the two graphs. Now, each node is compared 

to check that the adjacency lists match exactly between the two graphs. In the truss in Figure 5, 

node A would be called 0, and it would be adjacent to nodes B, E, and D , or 1, 2, and 3,, 

respectively. If the adjacency list matches for each node in the graph, then the trusses must 

match. Note that there may be some cases where trusses may be slightly different such as if node 

A in Figure 5was shifted to be directly over node B. This is a future work to check the angles of 

the edges in the graph to have a stronger confirmation that the trusses match. 

General Shapes 

General shape free-body diagrams can be any shape that the instructor wants. As a result, there is 

not really any recognition that is done to confirm the shape is a general shape. While we could 

detect closed shapes as possible free-body diagrams, the free-body shape does not have to be a 

closed shape, so this could limit the types of free-body diagrams supported by Mechanix. 

Instead, we simply compare the shape drawn by the student to that of the instructor. 

General Shape Comparison 

In order to compare the shapes drawn by students and the instructor, we utilized the $P gesture 

recognizer [25] with only the instructor answer as the template for matching. This situation 

posed some problems for students drawing with vastly different aspect ratios or proportions than 

the instructor’s diagram. In order to help the students, we added an underlay of the image from 

which the free-body diagram was drawn. This background image allows the students to sketch a 

free body with less error since the aspect ratio of the diagram is important to accurately visualize 

the problem. We set a confidence threshold of 0.7 based on testing for the diagrams to be 

considered matching. 

Once the diagrams are considered a match, the nodes are placed on the diagram from what the 

instructor drew in their solution. There can be extra nodes in order to make the students think 

about where they need to place forces instead of students simply adding forces to all nodes that 



 

appear. The nodes are placed based on their position within the bounding box for the answer 

sketch. 

Answer Comparison 

The answers for the given and drawn answers can pose many problems. Since each arrow can be 

drawn in either direction, the number of answer permutations is 2n for n arrows. Rather than 

have an instructor input all permutations, the instructor must only input one correct permutation, 

and all others can be checked against via the answer checking algorithm. Another problem is that 

students may label their arrows anything they want (within our restriction of requiring a letter as 

the first character). This labeling affects checking static equilibrium equations as these equations 

are meant to be answered in terms of the variable names of the arrows. 

The first step to checking if the answer is correct is to determine what forces are equivalent on 

the student’s submission and the instructor’s answer. Any arrows that are on the same axis and 

intersect the same node must be equivalent arrows in the submission and answer. In the event of 

multiple arrows in the same axis at a node, both combinations of potential name swaps are 

considered. Now we know what arrows are equivalent to each other in the submission and 

answer, as well as if there are any missing or extra arrows at nodes from the submission. 

Once the equivalent arrows are found, their answer values can be compared. Since we know the 

arrows are on the same axis and intersect the same node, the only difference between them could 

be their direction. If the student draws the arrow in the opposite direction of the answer diagram 

but submits the negative value of the answer diagram, then the student’s answer is also correct. 

We simply multiply the submission value by −1 if the arrows point in opposite directions. The 

values are then checked for equivalence. We allow a 3% margin of error for the answers to 

account for rounding differences. Units are checked using the MathJS library unless the answer 

is zero, in which case the units are optional. We also check and attach applicable feedback at this 

point if the student has the correct answer with the wrong sign by comparing the negative of their 

submission to the answer. 

After the arrow values are checked, the given equation values are checked. For answers which 

contain variable names, such as the equations of static equilibrium, the variable names must be 

converted based on the equivalent arrow names in the submission and answer. A regular 

expression is used to replace instances of the submission arrow names in the answer equation 

and vice-versa. If the arrows were drawn in different directions in the submission and answer 

diagram, then a negative sign is added during the replacement. We check both the submission 

against the answer and the answer against the submission due to the possible algebraic 

combination of terms. For example, a problem may have two applied forces, both called Q, but 

the instructor may decide to label them Q1, Q2. The student may submit both forces labeled Q, 

and neither the instructor answer nor student submission are wrong. If just the submission is 

converted to the instructor variable space, then the resulting equation is as follows. 

ΣFy =0=2Q⇒ΣFy =0=2Q1 



 

This conversion does not yield the answer in the instructor’s variable space due to ambiguity in 

the equivalent name across the instructor and student variable spaces. The instructor answer 

converted to the student’s variable space is as follows 

ΣFy =0=Q1+Q2⇒ΣFy =0=Q+Q 

This conversion yields the same equation as the student’s answer and thus should be counted 

correct.  

Application Use and Payoff 

Mechanix has been deployed for the past five semesters in 5 different universities in the United 

States. Just over 450 students have used Mechanix to complete at least one homework assignment. 

The assignments consist of general shape free-body diagram problems, various types of truss 

analysis, and creative design problems. 

 

The students completed these homework assignments with relatively few issues, and the issues 

that were identified were able to be fixed quickly. Since Mechanix is a web application, any 

changes or fixes could be pushed in an instant instead of the student needing to download an 

update. After the first few semesters, there have been very few bug reports that did not turn out to 

be user errors. 

 

We have conducted focus groups with students at some of the universities using Mechanix, and 

overall their thoughts on using Mechanix were positive, with many students noting that they liked 

the simplicity of our interface compared to their other online homework systems. The instructors 

also noted they like how Mechanix provides feedback about the student diagram and requires 

students to add units on their own. One instructor said it seemed like the students who used 

Mechanix were less likely to forget their units on an exam taken soon after the homework 

completed on Mechanix. 

 

From analyzing the homework scores and other metrics, we found that students performed just as 

well on Mechanix as they did with other homework systems [26]. Figure 8 shows the comparison 

of the performance of students in two groups at one of the participating schools. The Experimental 

group used Mechanix to solve their problems in a Statics course while the Control group used their 

regular online homework system. Both systems allowed three attempts to get the correct answer 

for the problems. It is observed that both groups perform at the same level for the FBD problem 

while the Mechanix group performs better on the problem on solving a truss. The previous iteration 

of the software also shows similar results [8]; however, the previous version allowed for unlimited 

graded attempts and had detailed help about every component that should exist in the diagram. In 

the new version, the step-by-step instructions were removed to prevent the students from merely 

following an in-depth guide on solving the problem on the screen instead of figuring it out on their 

own. Also, the number of graded submissions was reduced to three since all the instructors allowed 



 

three attempts on their other online homework systems. Due to these changes, it is a good sign that 

students perform as well as other online homework systems. None of the other systems require or 

grade the free body diagram, but it is part of the assignment for Mechanix, so the experience is 

closer to a traditional paper and pencil assignment than other online systems. 

 

 
Figure 8Comparison of average homework scores in two homework assignments in one of the participating schools. The 

Experimental group used Mechanix and the Control group used the online homework system that they regularly use. 

 

One additional metric we noticed was that 38.6% of students who did not get full credit by the 

third attempt continued trying the problem. Of those who submitted more attempts, 39.2% 

eventually got the problem completely correct (not for credit). This is just one way that an online 

system with automatic feedback can provide more help than an instructor would be able to on 

homework since the students were able to continue checking their answer immediately instead of 

just looking at the solution after getting it wrong. We used these measurements instead of a time-

based measurement because it is difficult to accurately track the actual time spent on a problem by 

each student. We have no way of reliably differentiating between a student taking a 10 minute 

break and a student working out the math of a problem for 10 minutes. Further, some students 

simply submitted 1 incorrect answer and never attempted to correct their mistakes. 

 

Overall, Mechanix has graded over 3000 attempted problems by students with over 10000 total 

attempts. The amount of time for an instructor or teaching assistant to grade 10000 attempts while 

providing feedback that Mechanix can is around 100 hours if adequate feedback can be generated 

and portrayed to the student in just 30 seconds (which is a low estimate for the feedback given). 

In addition to the time savings for instructors, students receive their feedback immediately, which 

helps their learning. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented Mechanix, an intelligent web application that is capable of 

automatically grading hand-drawn free body diagrams for an introductory statics course using a 

combination of existing and novel sketch recognition algorithms. Mechanix is currently deployed 

to 5 universities and has been in use to complete homework assignments for five semesters by 450 

students. Over 10000 problem submissions have been graded by Mechanix in this deployment. 

Future work for the project includes determining recognition thresholds based on device type and 

screen size, further improving the types of feedback we can give, and creating new instructor tools 

to better analyze their students’ performance. Mechanix can be used to reduce the grading burden 

on instructors while requiring students to draw free body diagrams. Students perform just as well 

as in other homework systems where they are not required to draw the diagram. Additionally, 

38.6% of students continued trying after exhausting their graded attempts, with 39.2% of those 

eventually getting the problem correct. Our deployment has been successful so far with few 

hiccups, and we hope to be able to grade more problem types while providing good feedback to 

students going forward. Currently, Mechanix can also accommodate dynamics problems and 

problems involving multiple rigid bodies. These problems are being tested and the results will be 

published in our future papers. 
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